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Essay tasks are a widely used form of assessment in higher education. Writing analytics can assist with
challenges related to using essay tasks at scale and to identifying different issues in academic integrity. In
this paper, we combined two techniques to investigate how students’ writing analytics varied across
essay tasks with different cognitive load, considering both their typing behavior (i.e., writing process)
and writing style (i.e., writing product). We also examined their relationship across these essay tasks.
Findings showed that writing processes change across tasks with different cognitive load: when cognitive
load increases, the interword intervals (indicator of planning and/or reviewing processes) increased, the
burst length (indicator of translation processes) decreased, and the number of revisions per minute
(indicator of reviewing processes) decreased. In contrast to the relation between the writing process and
cognitive load, the relation between the writing product and cognitive load was found less clear. The
results showed small and mixed effects of the tasks differing in cognitive load on the different writing
product metrics. Hence, although the writing product follows from the writing process, the relation
between cognitive load and the writing product and process appears to be less straightforward.
Keywords: writing analytics, learning analytics, stylometry, keystroke analysis, cognitive load.

Introduction
Writing analytics has the potential to improve teaching and learning in higher education. It can assist with
challenges related to using essay writing at scale without over-burdening teaching staff (e.g., providing
automated feedback; Abel, Kitto, Knight & Buckingham Shum, 2018) and identifying different issues in
academic integrity writing (e.g., plagiarism, authorship verification, authorship attribution;(Abbasi and Chen,
2008; Calix et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2017), for example. In order to fulfil this potential, we need to better
understand how students’ writing analytics vary across essay tasks with different complexity. Essay writing
tasks can require students to achieve one or more learning objectives, such as verifying understanding and/or
evaluating knowledge (Anderson, Krathwohl & Bloom, 2001). Different learning objectives have been found to
demand different cognitive load from students; that is, the notion that a student’s ability to perform a task
depends on the cognitive demands of the task, and the student’s working memory capacity available for task
processing (Sweller, 1988). Previous research has found that essay tasks with different cognitive load impact
different aspects of students’ writing analytics, such as their typing behavior (e.g., Kormos, 2011; Van Waes,
van Weijen & Leijten, 2014) and writing style (e.g., Deane, 2014). However, these aspects have been mainly
investigated in separate studies, using approaches such as stylometry and keystroke dynamics, respectively (for
an exception, see Brizan et al., 2015). In this paper, we combined these two techniques to investigate how
students’ writing analytics varied across essay tasks with different cognitive load, considering both their typing
behavior (i.e., writing process) and writing style (i.e., writing product). We also examined their relationship
across these essay tasks.
Background literature
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Essay writing is a widely used form of assessment in higher education and it can be used to assess different
learning objectives (Brizan et al., 2015). The Bloom taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001) proposes six educational
objectives: (1) remember, e.g., retrieval, (2) understand, e.g., interpret and explain, (3) apply, e.g., execute and
implement, (4) analyze, e.g., organize and attribute, (5) evaluate, e.g., critique and make judgements, (6) create,
e.g., generate and plan. These categories are thought to increasingly demand higher cognitive load from
students; (Brizan et al., 2015). If the cognitive demands required for a given task exceed students’ available
working memory capacity, students' ability to perform the task will be affected. Students may take longer to
process information, use strategies that require less cognitive load, or make more errors. Previous research has
found that such differences in cognitive load demands can be detected in essay writing using writing analytics.
Writing analytics has been defined as “the measurement and analysis of written texts for the purpose of
understanding writing processes and products, in their educational contexts” (Buckingham Shum et al., 2016, p.
481). In the current study, we discriminate between data generated during the writing process and the writing
product. Description and evaluation of writing processes have traditionally been somewhat subjective and
difficult to quantify; relying on the think-aloud method and retrospective self-report interviews (Baaijen,
Galbraith and Glooper, 2012; Leijten and Van Waes, 2013). Recently, keystroke data have been collected as
students write, providing objective quantitative data and measuring writing processes on a finer-grained timescale compared to think-aloud procedures (Baaijen, Galbraith and Glooper, 2012; Conijn, Van der Loo and Van
Zaanen, 2018). For example, patterns of writing bursts and pauses have been associated with the three phases of
writing: planning, translating, and reviewing (Baaijen, Galbraith and Glooper, 2012; Chenoweth and Hayes,
2001).
Stylometry is used to analyze static completed text (i.e., product), rather than the writing process. Stylometry is
based on the linguistic style of the text produced by the author (Calix et al., 2008). The style of a completed text
can be characterized by measuring a vast array of stylistic features, that includes lexical (e.g., word, sentence or
character-based statistic variation such as vocabulary richness and word-length distributions), syntactic (e.g.,
function words, punctuation and part-of-speech), structural (e.g., text organization and layout, fonts, sizes and
colors), content-specific (e.g., word n-grams), and idiosyncratic style markers (e.g., misspellings, grammatical
mistakes and other usage anomalies) (Abbasi and Chen, 2008; Holmes and Kardos, 2003). Stylometry is often
used for authorship identification, that is, modeling writing style to determine whether and how an author’s
identity can be inferred from their writing (Potthast et al., 2016). The use of stylometry for authorship
identification assumes that an author’s writing style is consistent and recognizable (Laramée, 2018)). Stylistic
features are the attributes or writing-style markers that are the most effective discriminators of authorship. Over
1000 different style markers have been used in previous research on stylistic analysis, with no consensus on the
best set (Rudman, 1997).
Keystroke dynamics and stylometry are a subset of a rich spectrum of cognition-centric behaviors that a typist
exhibits during planning, translating, and reviewing text (Locklear et al., 2014). These approaches have been
related to task load in different ways. First, a few studies have used keystroke and stylometry to predict writing
context (e.g., stress). For example, Vizer, Zhou and Sears (2009) used keystrokes and stylometry to predict
cognitive and physical stress. Keystroke features (including time per keystroke and mean pause duration) and
stylometry features (including mean word length and lexical diversity) were identified as discriminators of stress
conditions. Classification accuracy, indicating the ability of the models to predict stress from non-stress
conditions, was up to 75%. In addition, another study indicated that stress, which is thought to disrupt cognitive
functioning (Eysenck et al., 2007), is likely to change individuals’ keystroke and stylometry patterns.
Second, several studies have examined the relationship between the type of task and keystroke or stylometry
patterns. Two studies compared keystrokes across three tasks: copying from memory, copying from text, and
generating text (e.g., describe the route from your home to the university) (Grabowski, 2008). These tasks were
assumed to differ in cognitive demands. Copying from text was considered more demanding than copying from
memory, because the former includes eye-hand coordination. In addition, text generation was considered to be
more demanding than copying from text or memory, because the former includes some planning and
formulation. These differing cognitive demands were reflected in the keystrokes. Text generation resulted in
more pauses and fewer characters in the final text per total amount of keystrokes, compared to copying from
memory or copying from text (Grabowski, 2008). In addition, the inter-keystroke intervals between words and
within words was lower for copying from text, compared to copying from memory, but also compared to
generating text (Grabowski, 2008).
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Another study examined the relationship between type of task and both keystroke and stylometry metrics,
through modulating the difficulty of text generation (Brizan et al., 2015). Task difficulty was based on Bloom's
taxonomy, resulting in six tasks of varying cognitive load. In doing so, the study provided a measure of how
writing processes and products vary with cognitive load. For example, the low cognitive load task asked
participants to remember the reason why they joined a certain university, while the high cognitive load task
asked them to plan their ideal class as if they were the teacher, including details about the subject and structure
of tests (Brizan et al., 2015). Using a data-driven approach, 2098 keystroke features, 89 stylometry features, and
194 language production features were extracted. These features were used to classify the task (cognitive
demand) with significantly more accuracy than the baseline.
Together, these studies suggest that varying task load can affect authors’ writing process and writing outcomes,
as reflected in keystroke patterns and stylometry. The significant implication here is that authorship
identification/verification, or automatic assessment through keystroke or stylometry analysis, may be
confounded if cognitive load alters keystroke or stylometry metrics to a significant degree. However, existing
studies have largely focused on examining whether keystrokes and stylometry can predict low versus high
cognitive load tasks. What is missing is an analysis of which aspects of the writing process and writing
outcomes vary with cognitive load; i.e. what metrics change and in what way. Developing a characterization of
the keystroke and stylometry changes associated with cognitive load offers two advantages: (1) understanding in
what way the metrics obtained from the writing product and writing process are affected by essay tasks with
different cognitive load demands, and (2) identification of the metrics that do not vary with cognitive load, so
authorship identification/verification or automatic assessment analysis are not compromised with variations in
essay task demands. This may in turn inform educators in the development of educational practices to improve
writing for high cognitive load tasks (e.g., if the writing process of planning is affected, educators could increase
the amount of class time spent on preparation before writing begins).
In the current study, we investigated the following research question: What is the impact of essay tasks with
different cognitive load on writing processes (as measured by keystroke metrics) and on writing product (as
measured by stylometry metrics)?

Method
Participants
The study was conducted at The University of Melbourne from 2017 to 2019. Participants were recruited via
posters across the campus and provided informed consent (Ethics approval #1748727.1). The sample included a
total of 46 students from four main disciplines: Engineering (24%, n=11), Commerce (24%, n=11), Arts (19.5%,
n=9), Science (13%, n=6) and other (19.5%, n=9). Most participants were undergraduate students (70%, n=32),
with 24 males (52%) and 22 females (48%). More than half of the participants were from a non-English
speaking background (76%, n=35), and the majority of participants were right-handed (96%, n=44).
Procedure
In a computer laboratory, participants were asked to complete four activities using an Apple desktop computer
and a QWERTY keyboard. The four activities were distributed over a period of 90 minutes (Figure 1). To
account for possible effects of question ordering, two setups were used: one setup with increasing cognitive
load, from low (1) to high (6) and one setup with decreasing cognitive load, from high (6) to low (1), as shown
in Figure 1 The first 29 participants completed Setup 1, while the following 17 participants completed Setup 2.
Prior to the first task, participants completed a pre-survey on demographic information. Participants completed
four activities: Creative Work 1, Creative Work 2, Review, and Transcription. In the Creative Work 1 activity
participants had 20 minutes to answer four open-ended questions requiring low to medium cognitive load (Q1,
Q2, Q3, Q4; see Table 1). In the Creative Work 2 activity participants had 30 minutes to answer two open-ended
questions requiring medium to high cognitive load (Q5, Q6; see Table 1). For the questions that required
medium to high cognitive load, participants could consult two hardcopy supporting texts on the topic of
university life. Participants then had a 10-minute break, where some snacks were provided. In the Review
activity, participants had 10 minutes to review, edit and improve their answers from the Creative Work 2
activity (Q5a, Q6a; see Table 1). In Transcription activity participants were asked to transcribe one of the texts
that was used as a support material during ‘Creative Work 2’ for 10 minutes (Q7).
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Figure 1: Breakdown of the tasks in the current study.
Transcription served as a reference task for the keystroke metrics. This study was part of a larger research
design in which participants completed additional writing and survey tasks. These aspects of the research,
however, are not the focus of the current paper.
Measures
Cognitive load was measured through six open-ended questions on the topic of university life (adapted from
Brizan et al., 2015). Each question matched one of the six types of task in Bloom’s Taxonomy: (1) remember,
(2) understand, (3) apply, (4) analyze, (5) evaluate, and (6) create (Anderson et al., 2001). Table 1 lists the
questions.
Table 1: List of questions and respective level of cognitive load.
ID
Q1
Q2

CL
1
2

Question
What made you decide to join this university?
What would you say has been the best class you have taken at this university and what did you
enjoy about that class?

Q3

3

You are asked to complete a group assignment. It is important all students in the group contribute
equally to the project. Come up with a plan for completing the group assignment, from research to
class presentation.

Q4

4

Describe the similarities and differences between preparing a written assignment and preparing for
a final exam.

Q5

5

A fellow university student spends a significant amount of their time worrying about their ability to
complete their academic work, and becomes very concerned when they do not meet their grade
expectations. In addition, they are concerned about financial pressures such as rent and textbook
costs. Considering the texts you have received and the situation presented above, please answer the
following question: Do you think the university should support this student improve their
wellbeing? Why or why not?

Q6

6

[Using the scenario from Q5] Describe what advice you would provide to the student to help
improve their wellbeing. What steps could they take?

Note. CL = Cognitive Load: expected demand based on Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001), ranging
from 1 = 'Low cognitive load demand' to 6 = 'High cognitive load demand'.
Participants’ keystrokes and final texts were collected while answering the cognitive load questions and during
the transcription task, using a writing software system. This system was developed as part of this research as a
standalone Java application. The keystroke data recorded included: participant ID, question ID, key typed, key
typed value, timestamp of each key press and release, hold time (milliseconds) and answer (text).
From the keystroke data, seven metrics were selected to use for the analysis of the following writing processes:
1. Planning and reviewing processes:
a. Mean interword interval: the mean time (in milliseconds) between words, from key press of the last letter
of the word until key press of the first letter of the subsequent word, without a pause. Here and in the
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following features, a pause is defined as an IKI longer than two SD from the mean IKI in the
transcription task (Deane, 2014).
b. Pauses within words: Number of pauses within words, divided by the number of keystrokes. Here, a
pause is calculated similarly as in the mean burst length.
c. Pauses between words: Number of pauses between words, divided by the number of keystrokes.
2. Translation processes:
a. Number of words per minute: the number of words typed, divided by the total time.
b. Mean burst length: the average number of words per burst, where a burst is defined as a keystroke
sequence that does not contain pauses or revision.
3. Reviewing processes:
a. Revisions per minute: Number of revisions, divided by the total time. Here, a revision is a sequence of
delete keys (e.g., backspace) that does not contain a pause.
b. Keystrokes per character: Number of keystrokes, divided by the number of characters in the final
product.
From the stylometry data, we used seven metrics across four dimensions to analyze the writing outcome:
1. Macro-organization dimension (calculated using TAACO 2.0; Crossley et al., 2019):
a. Cohesion: Percentage of sentence linking connectives: the number of sentences linking connectives (e.g.,
therefore, consequently, moreover) divided by the total number of words.
b. Coherence or semantic similarity: the semantic similarity in adjacent sentences (one sentence to the next
sentence), calculated using word2vec vector space representations.
2. Complexity dimension (calculated using the syntactic complexity analyzer; Lu & Ai, 2015):
a. Mean length of T-unit: the total number of words divided by the number of T-units. T-units are minimal
terminable units, which are the minimal units that could grammatically start with a capital and end with a
period (Hunt, 1965). They are "grammatically capable of being considered a sentence" (Hunt, 1965, p.
21).
b. Clause density: the number of main and subordinate clauses divided by the number of T-units.
3. Semantic complexity and readability dimension (calculated using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
python library):
a. Mean word frequency: the average word frequency, identified using the (case sensitive) word frequency
per million words within the SubtlexUS Lexical Database of American English (Brysbaert & New,
2009). To account for misspelled words, the frequency of the most likely suggested word within the
database was used. If no suggestions were made the word frequency was set to zero.
b. Percentage of long words: the number of words with eight or more characters, divided by the total
number of words.
4. Spelling dimension (calculated using the python library ‘pyhunspell’; Latinier, 2019):
a. Percentage of misspelled words: the number of misspelled words, divided by the number of words.
On average, the participants typed 114 words (SD = 87 words) per question, of which 100 words (SD = 79
words) ended up in the final product. The participants spent on average 11 minutes (SD = 12 minutes) per
question. The descriptive statistics of the keystroke and stylometry metrics used for the analysis can be found in
Table 2.
Analysis
Bayesian linear mixed effects models (BLMMs; Gelman et al., 2013; McElreath, 2018) were used to determine
the effect of the questions with different levels of cognitive load on the keystroke and stylometry metrics. A
Bayesian approach was chosen because it allows us to derive posterior probability distributions of the effect of
the questions, which can be used to compare the effects of the questions across all keystroke and stylometry
metrics. The BLMMs were implemented in R, using the R-package ‘rstanarm’. The keystroke and stylometry
metrics were used as dependent variables, and question (with the different levels of cognitive load) was added as
fixed effect. In addition, as the effect of question on the metrics might differ across students, a by-participant
slope for task was added. For the continuous dependent variables, we used linear models with log-normal
distributions. For the ratio dependent variables, we used quasi-logit regressions, as these variables are bounded
between 0 and 1 (see e.g., Donnelly & Verkuilen, 2017). Forward difference contrast coding was used to
identify the differences in effect on the metrics, for every question compared to the reference level. With
forward difference coding, one level of the categorical variable is compared with the next (adjacent) level of the
categorical variable, i.e., question 1 is compared to question 2, question 2 is compared to question 3, and so on.
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The differences in effect were evaluated with 95% credible intervals, to determine the direction of the effect (for
more information see Kruschke, 2014; Nicenboim & Vasishth, 2016). In addition, we calculated the
standardized effects (Cohen's d) from the posterior distributions of the models, to be able to compare the
strength and the direction of the effects of all questions across keystroke and stylometry metrics.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the keystroke and stylometry metrics.
Keystroke

Stylometry

Metric
Mean interword interval (ms)
Pauses within words
Pauses between words
Number of words per minute
Mean burst length
Revisions per minute
Keystrokes per character
Percentage of sentence linking connectives
Semantic similarity
Mean length of T-unit
Clause density
Mean word frequency
Percentage of long words
Percentage of misspelled words

Mean
443
0.013
0.018
21.0
4.69
5.56
1.59
0.026
0.367
20.2
1.90
5838
0.260
0.033

SD
177
0.014
0.012
14.1
4.01
4.23
1.00
0.022
0.199
10.7
0.98
1810
0.095
0.030

Results
Patterns in keystrokes
Figure 2a shows the standardized effects of the posterior distributions of all models on the keystroke metrics.
Positive values indicate larger values for the question, compared to the subsequent question (question with
higher cognitive demand); negative values indicate smaller values. Mean burst length, number of revisions per
minute, and mean interword interval are most affected by the questions. This especially holds for question 4
compared to question 5, where the mean word interval is smaller, the mean burst length is larger, and the
number of revisions is higher for question 4 compared to question 5. Thus, the participants had longer intervals
between words, wrote shorter bursts, and made less revisions when the cognitive load increased from question 4
to question 5. The mean interword interval showed differences for only 2 of the questions. A negative effect was
found for question 4 compared to question 5 and for question 1 compared to question 2. This indicates that the
average time between words is smaller for questions 1 and 4 compared to the succeeding question with higher
cognitive load (questions 2 and 5, respectively). The number of keystrokes per character in the final product
only showed an effect for question 4 compared to question 5: less keystrokes per character were needed for
question 4, compared to question
The effect of question was largest for the mean burst length and number of revisions per minute. Both keystroke
metrics had a positive effect for question 4 compared to question 5. This means that the burst length is larger
and the number of revisions per minute is higher for the question 4, compared to question with higher cognitive
load (question 5). Thus, the writing is less fluent and less revisions are made with larger cognitive load.
However, this effect is only visible for the fourth question compared to the fifth question, little difference is
found in the mean burst length and number of revisions per minute for the other questions.
The results of the BLMMs credible intervals on the keystroke metrics include both positive and negative values
for the effect of question on the pauses within words, the pauses between words, and the number of words per
minute, indicating there is no stable effect (Figure 2a). This is also reflected in the small effect sizes (Cohen’s
d). Thus, the difference in cognitive demand measured through the six questions, has little effect on the pauses
within words, the pauses between words, the number of words per minute, and the number of characters per
keystroke.
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Patterns in stylometry
Figure 2b shows the standardized effects of the posterior distributions of all models on the stylometry metrics.
Cognitive load has little effect on the stylometry metrics. In addition, there is no clear set of consecutive
questions for which the largest effects are found. As stated above, the percentage of long words and the
percentage of misspelled words show effects in both directions, indicating that there is no clear linear
relationship between these metrics and cognitive load. When comparing the outcomes of the keystroke metrics
with the stylometry metrics (Figures 2 a and b) we can see that cognitive load has a larger effect on the writing
process (keystroke metrics), compared to the writing product (stylometry metrics). For the clause density,
percentage of long words, and percentage of misspelled words, small effects are found for multiple questions.
The clause density is lower for question 1 compared to question 2, and for question 3 compared to question 4,
indicating more clauses per T-unit when the cognitive load increases (but only for two questions). Interestingly,
the percentage of long words and the percentage of misspelled words show differences in the directions of the
effects across the questions.
The results of the BLMMs credible intervals on the stylometry metrics shows low effect sizes for almost all
questions on the stylometry metrics, indicating that the cognitive load has limited effect on the stylometry
metrics. For the effect of question on the mean length of a T-unit, all credible intervals include both positive and
negative values, indicating that there is no stable effect of question on the number of words per T-unit. The
percentage of sentence linking connectives, semantic similarity, and the mean word frequency show small
effects for only one question, compared to the subsequent question. The percentage of linking connectives and
the semantic similarity is lower for question 3 compared to question 4; and the mean word frequency is larger
for question 1 compared to question 2, indicating more frequent words are used in question 1.

Figure 2: (a)Effect of question per keystroke metric, shown by the distributions of standardized posterior
differences (Cohen's d). (b)Effect of question per stylometry metric, shown by the distributions of
standardized posterior differences (Cohens' d).

Discussion
In this paper we presented how the writing processes, as shown by the keystroke metrics, differed with cognitive
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load. Cognitive load in planning and reviewing processes have been indicated by pause timings and interword
intervals (Medimorec & Risko, 2017), where longer and more frequent pauses are related to more effort
(Grabowski, 2008; Van Waes et al., 2014). Our results only partly confirm this: the mean interword intervals
increased for two subsequent questions, with increasing cognitive load (question 2-3 and question 4-5), however
no effects of cognitive load were found for the pauses within and between words. Cognitive load in translation
processes, also referred to as writing fluency, has been related to verbosity and burst length, where the number
of words per burst and per minute is expected to decrease with cognitive load (Deane, 2014). This effect was
only confirmed for the mean burst length for one subsequent question, where the burst length decreased when
cognitive load increased from question 4 to question 5. Cognitive load in reviewing processes specifically have
been indicated by the number of revisions per minute and the number of keystrokes per character in the final
text. More experienced writers revise more and keep fewer of the proposed words in the final text (Chenoweth
& Hayes, 2001; Choi, 2007). Hence, this would indicate that when cognitive load increases (less experience),
the number of revisions decreases. This effect was found for question 5, compared to question 4. With higher
cognitive load, less revisions were made per minute. However, the opposite was found for the number of
keystrokes per character in the final product: with higher cognitive load more keystrokes are needed per
character.
We also presented how the writing product, as shown by the stylometry metrics, differed with cognitive load.
Here we considered three dimensions of written composition: macro-organization, complexity, and spelling
(Wagner et al., 2011). Within macro-organization, higher cohesion and coherence have been related to higher
writing proficiency (Kormos, 2011). Hence, we expected cohesion and coherence to decrease with cognitive
load. However, the opposite was found: the percentage of sentence linking connectives and the semantic
similarity increased with cognitive load, from question 3 to question 4. In addition, as higher working memory
capacity is related to higher writing quality and complexity (Hoskyn & Swanson, 2003), we expected
complexity to decrease with a higher cognitive load task. This effect was found for the percentage of long words
long words (readability), where the number of long words decreased with cognitive load for questions 2-3 and
5-6. However, the number of long words increased with cognitive load for question 5 compared to question 4. In
addition, no effects were found for the number of words per T-unit (syntactic complexity). Lastly, in contrast to
what we expected, the number of clauses per T-unit increased with cognitive load (for question 1-2 and question
3-4) and the mean word frequency decreased with cognitive load (question 1-2). Thus, syntactic complexity and
semantic complexity, respectively, increased with cognitive load. For spelling, we expected that the number of
spelling errors would increase with cognitive load (Swanson & Berninger, 1996). However, mixed effects were
found: the percentage of misspelled words indeed increased with cognitive load, from question 4 to 5, but
decreased with cognitive load from question 2 to 3.
In summary, the results show an effect of cognitive load on the writing process and writing product for only
certain pairs of subsequent questions and for some metrics. This might be because the differences in cognitive
load between some consecutive questions are too small to be reflected in the keystroke and stylometry metrics.
Previous work also found that more differences could be found between the extremes in terms of cognitive load
(questions 1 and 6) rather than between subsequent questions (e.g., questions 1 and 2; Brizan et al., 2015). Even
though the effects found are limited, they do provide some theoretical implications.
For the effect of cognitive load on the writing process, the largest effects were found for question 4 (analyze)
compared to question 5 (evaluate). This suggests that these subsequent questions show the largest difference in
cognitive load. This has important implications for understanding the differences in cognitive demand of the
different levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001), that is, it shows how distinct these levels are in
terms of cognitive load. For the effect of cognitive load on the writing product there is no specific set of
questions that shows the largest effects. In addition, several effects contradict our findings. For example,
coherence and cohesion increased with cognitive load for questions 3 (plan) and 4 (analyze). This might be
explained by the way students approached question 3. Without specifically prompting for a list, many bulletpoint style responses were provided in question 3, which led to lower cohesion and coherence, whereas in
question 4 students used a more descriptive style.
The study shows evidence that the writing process is affected by task cognitive load. While there were some
effects of task cognitive load on writing product, these effects were moderate. However, given that the writing
product is the outcome of the writing process, we would have expected similar effects of cognitive load on the
writing process and product. This indicates that the relation between the writing product and writing process
might not be as straightforward. Intuitively, certain aspects of the writing process are not visible in the writing
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product, e.g., if a sentence is rephrased 10 times, only shows the one final sentence in the writing product. Thus,
for the analysis of cognitive load in writing, and perhaps for the analysis of writing in general, we should not
only focus on the writing product, but also analyze the writing process (in relation to the writing product).
The findings of this research have implications for educational practice. Educators and instructional designers
could use keystroke and stylometry metrics to identify and compare the cognitive demands imposed by their
chosen learning design. This is particularly relevant to educators setting open book exams in online
environments. In addition, the relation between cognitive load and students’ writing process and product may be
used as a starting point for (personalized) feedback on students’ writing processes, to improve their writing
strategies. Moreover, this research has implications for authorship identification within academic institutions.
The use of stylometry for authorship identification assumes that an author’s writing style is consistent and
recognizable (Laramée, 2018), much like a fingerprint. However, our findings show that some keystroke and
stylometry measures commonly used in authorship identification studies can vary in response to the cognitive
demands of the writing task. This raises questions as to whether the accuracy of keystroke and/or stylometry
analysis for authorship identification is affected by the cognitive load of the writing task. If the ability to verify
authorship is impaired, it suggests an important issue for academic integrity in educational institutions. Hence, it
is important to analyze the accuracy of stylometry and keystroke metrics for authorship identification in
educational contexts, where cognitive load can differ across tasks.
One limitation of the research is that cognitive load for each question was not measured, but rather, assumed
based on previous research. Consequently, our claims on the relationship between cognitive load and writing
patterns assumed that the different cognitive demands of each question would result in different cognitive loads
(Anderson et al., 2001, Brizan et al., 2015). To test this, future work could measure the actual cognitive load, for
example through interference in reaction times, or participants’ self-reported cognitive effort.

Conclusion
This study shows that writing processes change across tasks with different cognitive load. The results showed
that when cognitive load increases, the interword intervals (indicator of planning and/or reviewing processes)
increased, the burst length (indicator of translation processes) decreased, and the number of revisions per minute
(indicator of reviewing processes) decreased. These findings have important implications for the design and
evaluation of writing tasks with different cognitive loads, as well as for authorship identification across tasks
differing in cognitive load. In contrast to the relation between the writing process and cognitive load, the relation
between the writing product and cognitive load was found less clear. The results showed small and mixed
effects of the tasks differing in cognitive load on the different writing product metrics. Hence, although the
writing product follows from the writing process, the relation between cognitive load and the writing product
and process appears to be less straightforward.
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